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Abstract
Due to the worldwide overcapacity in the primary aluminum sector, a long period of time
dominated by greenfield and brownfield projects has come to an end. Nowadays, the focus has
changed to retrofits and small improvements on existing anode paste plants. In the late seventies
of the last century, the combination of a screw pre-heater with a continuous kneader plus a
downstream intensive remixer-cooler became the state of the art for anode paste preparation. The
energy input for remixing and cooling did not have precise specifications, however, the delta T
during cooling could be high if hydraulic presses were still in use. In the course of time, numerous
single kneader lines have been expanded by adding an intensive remixer-cooler. Nowadays, other
issues, especially the green and baked density decrease because of lower raw material quality, are
of high importance. Equipment improvements in terms of higher specific mixing energy input
and longer retention time combined with better wear protection will be necessary. In addition, the
early models of Eirich Intensive Coolers are reaching the end of their life span and need an
adequate replacement.
The paper describes the most interesting improvement steps from the beginnings until today.
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1.

Introduction

There are various reasons for revamping a green anode plant:
 Key equipment being worn out, seriously damaged or inefficient
 Introduction of a second mixing level for optimized process conditions [1]
 Increase of specific mixing energy with regard to green and baked density
 Higher quality and throughput requirements in connection with an amperage creep in the
electrolysis
 Higher standards for health, environment and safety (HES)
Apart from a few D-type machines installed in the seventies and eighties of the last century, the
breakthrough of the EIRICH Intensive Remixer-Cooler came with the RV23Conti model in 1989.
After more than 20 years of permanent operation, the equipment is worn out nowadays and
technically no longer up-to-date.
The main advantages of an equivalent new machine are:
 Heavier machine structure
 Better access for maintenance purposes
 Stronger power train (rotor motor and gear unit)
 Thus higher specific mixing energy available
 Mixer scale with 4 load cells
 Higher max. operational temperature
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